Water Surface Elevation Maps
A New Tool for Water Resources Engineering
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UAV-borne water surface elevation surveys: Technical specifications
Applications:
The drone payload can be used to efficiently map WSE
along rivers and streams and over wetlands and lakes.
Applications include
•

River maintenance – WSE profiles along rivers
reveal backwater effects and conveyance
changes caused by, for instance, aquatic vegetation.

•

Hydrodynamic modelling – WSE profiles along
rivers can effectively constrain spatially distributed Manning/Strickler roughness coefficients.

The new water surface elevation drone payload
The payload:

•

vide reliable boundary heads in systems where

The payload consists of a differential global navigation

aquifers and surface water bodies are in hydrau-

satellite systems (GNSS) unit, a gimbal and a 77 GHz radar ranging unit. The GNSS unit records the exact position of the UAV platform and the ranging unit provides the

Groundwater – WSE profiles along rivers pro-

lic contact.

•

distance (range) between the UAV platform and the water
surface. Subtracting the range from the elevation of the
platform, we calculate the water surface elevation. The

River discharge estimation – The slope of the
WSE provides information about the local Manning/Strickler roughness and can inform river
discharge estimation algorithms.
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